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1. Executive summary
This report is focused on the analysis of market opportunities associated with a novel
technology developed by CompPair (a forthcoming spin-off of EPFL), that enables in-situ
reparation of micro-cracks in structural composite parts using a simple and cost efficient
thermal mending process (see Fig. 1). Micro-cracks are invisible defects forming during the
use phase of composite materials, usually detected by non-destructive techniques, and
cause premature failure of the part. The industry is currently addressing this issue by either
replacing the part or by using a so-called “scarf” reparation, which is estimated to cost more
than 8.4 Billion Euro annually in the global market. Hence, the use of thermal mended
reparation techniques has the potential to open novel market opportunities. The goal of this
report is therefore to identify the most appropriate strategy to bring this novel product to a
commercial success by using the Market Opportunity Navigator (MON).

Fig 1. Reparations solutions for micro cracks in composite parts

CompPair is an early stage start-up relying on the knowhow to produce a specific patented
microstructure inside composite materials, enabling thermal mending. This specific
microstructure is the result of 12 years of government-funded research at EPFL, and is
considered as the strongest asset of this start-up. CompPair aims to derive this knowhow in
a portfolio of products that can be used by composite manufacturers, and will initially focus
on the commercialization of smart textiles for composites production. This product represents
the core interest of this study.
Market entrance for this product is to transform raw materials with an additional special
ingredient in a semi-product to be sold to composite part manufacturers. Composite part
manufacturers will in turn sell it to OEMs and end-users. These will be the beneficiary of
simplified reparation technique through the use of CompPair technology, therefore they need
to be convinced in order to incentivize part manufacturer to buy CompPair semi-product.
The value chain of this process is presented in Fig. 2. Customers are then part
manufacturers and competitors are the supplier of standard glass fiber dry fabric as well as
companies specialized in composite reparation that share similar market shares.

Fig. 2 CompPair semi-product value chain

Composite part manufacturers using glass fiber dry fabric can be found in many different
business segments. This study proposes to evaluate and select these different business
segment based on the MON approach, and will be presented in the following sections.

2. Market Opportunity Navigator as summary
The technology of CompPair has a lot of potential for replacing existing composite products
in an easy way. The main characteristics of CompPair are 1) its easiness to fit into current
production pipelines by changing the recipe and 2) its only slightly increased production cost
as compared to the products without having the healable property. Therefore, CompPair can
approach many different mid-level manufacturers who are producing products that need
frequent repairing or non-invasive way of reparation. We investigate several marketplaces
which have a potential need for “healable" products.

As a result of our analysis, we identified five most promising market opportunities and put
them into our opportunity set, namely 1) Prosthetics, 2) Mast for super-yachts, 3) Drones, 4)
Composite bridges, 5) Hockey sticks. Each opportunity has different potential and challenges
which we identified during desk research and interviews with professionals related to these
market opportunities.

After the market opportunity evaluation (see Section 4), we placed each of them into the
attractiveness map according to the respective challenges and potentials. Drones and
Bridges were defined as a “Moon shot” opportunities. Hockey sticks production and
Prosthetics converged to the “Gold mine” sector of the attractiveness map. Mast for superyacht was identified as a “Quick win” market opportunity. During Agile Focus strategy
planning (see Section 5) we decided to pursue Hockey sticks as a primary market
opportunity and to keep Bridges and Drones as a backup plan (see section 6 for more
details). Regarding Mast for super-yachts, we discarded this opportunity due to the fact that
we did not see much enthusiasm from the professionals working in this field. Although
potential seems interesting, due to the lack of available information regarding healable
Prosthetics, we placed it in storage.

3. Market Opportunity Set
Technology
In this case study, we analyzed entrepreneurial opportunities for a start-up developing novel
Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP). The main feature of the material is that it is possible to fix
micro-cracks in the structures produced out of it. Apart from that, the material developed by
the start-up has a number of competitive advantages. First, it has a higher resistance to
micro-crack propagation. Second, it is possible to fix micro-cracks by applying moderate heat
to damaged parts. Lastly, the manufacturing process is compatible with the current
manufacturing routes.

Applications
The technology can be used in any applications requiring the use of composite materials. To
name just a few, it can be aerospace, surface transport, energy generation, sports, and
construction industries. All aforementioned industries have the same problem that has not
been addressed yet. Static and dynamic loads during operation of the structure lead to matrix
micro-cracks in the composite, thus degrading its structural capacity. The healing property of
the material can potentially solve those problems. Among the potential applications, we need
to think about the several issues to choose the proper application such that 1) Does it have a
frequent or non-invasive reparation? 2) Can the damage be healed by this technology? 3) Is
the market big enough to jump into the business? To address these questions, we divide the
applications into large segments such as Sports Industry, Aerospace & Defense, and
Industry. Then we focus on the sub-segments by combining specific needs from customers.
In Sports, we considered the need for repairing or replacing equipment in impact sports
(such as hockey sticks or tennis rackets) and Marine sports (such as super-yacht masts). We
then decided to focus on civil engineering applications, in particular, composite bridge
construction. In the case of medical products, we shortlisted prosthetics. In the segment of
Aerospace & Defense, we came up with an idea of applying the composite material for fixing
drones protection. We only considered mass market (civil drones) which is an easier market
to enter compared to the defense and military drones.

Customers
While identifying potential customers, we faced a number of issues. First, we had to identify
the entrance point to the market. Since there are multiple possibilities for applications of the
developed material, we based our analysis on the strategy of the founders of the startup. The
strategy contains two parts. First, to develop a set of manufacturing demonstrators to
highlight the unique industrially relevant design properties (e.g. impact sports equipment, civil
drone industry). And second, use the success of the first phase to convince more
conservative industrial partners, such as civil engineering and aerospace, and enter larger
markets. In the analysis, we followed the strategy proposed by the founders.

Another issue was to identify the position of the start-up in the value chain. There are three
possible positions. Two of them are B2B models and one B2C. First (B2B), the start-up could
produce the healing agent and position itself as a raw material manufacturer. In this case, the
customer would be a semi-product manufacturer. Second (B2B), the start-up itself could be a
semi-product manufacturer, produce technical textiles and sell them to part manufacturers.
Finally, third (B2C), is to become a part manufacturer and deliver the product to the OEMs
and end users.

Based on the analysis of the market, we positioned the start-up as a semi-products
manufacturer. We shortlisted five market opportunities for this start-up and defined them as
our Market opportunity set: Prosthetics development (Medical), drones’ protection (Civil
aerospace industry), bridge construction (Civil Engineering), hockey sticks production
(Impact sports) and mast for Super-yachts (Marine Sport). We thus have 5 Market
Opportunities:
Prosthetics – Drones – Bridges – Super-yacht – Hockey Sticks

Final choice: Prosthetics – Drones – Bridges – Super-yacht – Hockey Sticks

4. Attractiveness map for each opportunity
Market opportunity attractiveness: Drones
For now, drones are one of the most rapidly growing business for individual customers,
defense and industry areas. The main purpose is taking aerial photos and videos. The main
weakness of the drone is its high chance of an accident as it can be easily broken with a
single crash. As of now, there is an existing repair service (DJI) for a drone that cost 20% of
the whole price normally. This means we can contribute some margin in the repairing cost by
using healable composites.
Compelling reason to buy: middle. The current solution is just replacing the pieces that are
broken or buy a new drone if it has serious damage. Using a healable composite, the price
will remain the same for a completely broken part such as propeller. However, the body
frame normally makes small cracks which can be healable with our remedy. This is a very
unique and convenient solution that is not yet presented on the market. Therefore, the
customers can easily repair their drone by themselves if the crack appears. The main
drawback is we cannot provide a healable property for a drone that is completely broken into
pieces.
Market volume: high. According to the report of Goldman Sachs at 2018, the market
volume of the drone industry will reach $100 billion by 2020. The military industry takes a
share of $70 billion, $17 billion share is for the consumer market and $13 billion for
commercial/civil usage. We evaluate the market volume by considering 1) “repairing cost” of
the drones 2) “the chance of accident” 3) “proportion of the body in drone” which can be
healable. We estimate the “repairing cost” as 20% of the whole price by investigating the
current repair services and “the chance of accident” 30% that drone insurance company
provide and 25% for “body portion and healable cases”. Therefore, we estimate 1.5% of the
market volume that we can take from the whole drone market that leads around $1.5 billion
in total.
Economic viability: high. The main cost for CompPair comes from replacing the production
pipelines and the material compounds which is smaller than the value that we can capture.
The product price will be increased by around 5% due to material cost, but we can add 5% of
margin, so the total cost may increase by 10%. We interviewed Jerome Beguin who is the
head of hardware engineering in Gamaya which is one of the companies using drones for
scanning the crop area. We mainly focused on the three questions: 1) repairing cost, 2)
frequency of reparation, and 3) willingness to buy healable drones. Jerome said that 10%
increase of the price is not so significant considering the repairing cost.
Implementation obstacles: high. The development of the healable composite for the drone is
not too difficult, but sales and distribution might be challenging.
Time to revenue: middle. The development time does not take too long. Once a mid-level

manufacturer decides to change their pipelines, we can just modify the ingredients and the
portions of the compounds that need to be mixed together.

External risks: middle. There is a competitor (Flyability SA) who protects drones using cages.
However, the cage itself can be damaged and it may not protect perfectly from the accidents.
Therefore, we still have a chance to make healable drones and we can also provide healable
cages to the competitors.
Overall evaluation The market opportunity of drones is considered a “moon shot” with high
potential and high challenge.

Market opportunity attractiveness: bridge construction
In order to evaluate this market opportunity, we conducted two interviews. The first interview was
with Zhengwen Jiang, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering at Hunan University (China) who
has industrial experience with composite materials in bridge construction. The second, with
Anastasios Vasilopoulos, Senior Scientist at Composite Construction Laboratory, EPFL
(Switzerland).
Compelling reason to buy: super high. Micro-cracks in composites are a known and very
serious problem in Civil Engineering applications that use composite materials. The micro-cracks
always appear in the matrix and the interface between the fiber and matrix. Under external load
and fatigue load, the micro-cracks tend to develop into the macro-crack. Thereafter, the integrity
of the composite material is damaged, and the material property of the composite material
degenerates. Usually, micro-cracks, or even bigger damages, are repaired on site by very
“primitive” methods – most of the cases by adding patches to cover any damage. Moreover, when
the macro-crack appears in the bridge structure composed of a composite material, the only way
is to replace the damaged part of the bridge with the intact one. The replacement procedure is
expensive; hence, it is highly desired to avoid this.
Market volume: super high. Composite bridges market is on the rise. Current evaluation of the
market (USA) is 2B USD with potential yearly growth of 7%.
Economic viability: high. Current solution (patching and further replacement of a damaged part)
is very expensive. Even though the material proposed by the start-up is a few percent more
expensive than the existing proposition on the market, according to the interviewees, the
customers (developers and contractors) would be willing to pay a higher price to get the healing
property and avoid replacement.
Overall potential: super high. Taking everything into account, we evaluated the overall potential
of this market as super high.
Implementation obstacles: mid-high. The technological process of the proposed material
remains unchanged. Therefore, it is easy to produce. Also, taking into account potential
revenues, funding should not be an obstacle. Although one serious issue needs to be considered:
this industry is quite conservative, so it is hard to convince developers to use new composite
material even though it is certified.
Time to revenue: low. Time to produce the new material is the same as for current alternative
present on the market. Therefore, the material can be ready for deployment very quickly.
External risks: super high. The main issue here is certification of the material that can take a
very long time. There are no existing standards and norms for this. Usually, the designer must
persuade the owner that the new bridge, for example, will behave as a conventional bridge in
order to get the green light.
Overall challenge: high. All in all, we conclude that the overall challenge of pursuing this market
opportunity is high. To conclude, bridge construction market opportunity is a good candidate for
the “moon shot” sector in the attractiveness map.

Market Opportunity: Prosthetics
Prosthetics are another market opportunity, which can be identified for healable composites.
The prosthetics market is believed to top at two billion dollars by 2025, and is quite rapidly
growing, presenting a growth rate of over 6%. Due to an ever-growing number of car
accidents and, on another hand, to the rise of serious diabetes, the number of amputees of
the lower part of the body has risen in the past years. This trend will most probably last for
several years.
Moreover, this market has begun to be a very “technovore” opportunity. The rise of robotic
prosthetics and the rising need for sports-ready prosthetics have put the demand on
lightweight and resistant structures, therefore causing the use of composite material in those
prosthetics to rise.
In 2016, the market for prosthetics oriented composites reached fifty billion dollars. A large
part of those composites are used in structural parts of the final product, making them ideal
candidates for healable solutions. The growth-rate of this market is believed to be higher
than the growth-rate of the general prosthetics market.
One downside is the entry price of prosthetics compared to the average revenue of
amputees. This yields a low buying power from the target customers. This is starting to be
counteracted by, for example, federal programs in the US, non-profit organisation, and
healthcare in other countries.
The healable property of our composite is not proposed at the moment in the market and
could very well be an unanswered need. This is easily conceivable, but at this point of the
study, we do not have any study to back up this claim. Some interviews of end-users should
be conducted. Another good point of this market is its tendency to be mediatized. A
breakthrough solution for amputees could shine a strong light on healable composites.
At this point, it is also unclear what certifications the material should have, given it’s destined
to a para-medical use. In addition, the first impressions of the market give a very competitive
picture. The product may have a low time-to-market, but there is also a potentially low
customer stickiness, given the price of the solutions and the nature of healable composites.
These facts give us, in general, a high to super-high potential for this market, with mid to low
challenges (as illustrated on worksheet 2, next page.). The main problem with this analysis is
that it is not yet backed up by strong and reliable data, making the uncertainty on both
potential and challenge dimensions quite high.

Hockey sticks
The next market opportunity regards the implementation of healable composites into hockey
sticks. The customers at the end of the value chain are individual hockey players as well as
professional hockey teams (which purchase equipment for their players). Considering the
position in the value chain, the direct customers will be the part manufacturers for hockey
sticks. However, focus should also be put on the hockey players as proving their needs for
healable hockey sticks is correlated to the success of convincing the manufacturers.
To evaluate this market opportunity, we use two main source of information: Market research
and Interviews with two college and junior league hockey players. A general overview of the
hockey stick market reveals interesting details. First and foremost, broken hockey sticks are
a real issue for both professional and amateur players. NHL teams reportedly go through an
average of 2500-4000 hockey sticks a year and some professional players sometimes go
through 100-200 sticks in a year. We also received engaging responses where the
interviewees expressed different incidents that a hockey stick could break during play. This is
why we evaluate that there is a high compelling reason to purchase healable hockey sticks.
Although the price of a healable hockey stick might increase by a few percent, the wide price
range (60-300$) for a single hockey stick would not make this a major change. Furthermore,
both interviewees mentioned that they would not mind even if the price of a hockey stick is
considerably higher as long as its lifetime is significantly prolonged. The market volume for
hockey sticks is around 400M dollars per year and usually the materials take up around 1015% of the final price. Hence, the market size should be evaluated as between mid and low.
“I don’t frequently play nowadays but still broke 4 of them last year, so yeah, I would
not mind buying an expensive but more durable ones” – former college players
The only significant challenge that we see in our product development process is to maintain
the precious properties of the traditional hockey sticks in the healable ones. Multiple tests are
being done at the moment and the results are highly promising. Another interesting question
relates to hockey stick companies: Do they really want to sell a healable hockey stick to
customers because then they will sell less? The answer is surprisingly yes. Hockey stick
companies are as of now forced to include a warranty term of 30-60 days to their hockey
sticks when selling to professional teams and this warranty frequently affects the company in
terms of reimbursing the teams. This means that we are likely going to get a nod from both
the end-users as well as the hockey stick sellers. Finally, as the production process is not
much affected, the time to revenue is evaluated as short to medium as most of the time is
only spent on testing the product before officially launching. This testing should also focus on
how frequent does a player have to heat up the sticks to mend the micro-cracks. Regarding
external risks, the technology for healable composites is owned by the start-up so the
possibility of rapid tech adoption is also very low. Overall, this is a market with medium-high
potential and low-medium challenge.

(*)https://www.prostockhockey.com/sticks/how-many-hockey-sticks-do-nhl-players-go-through

Super-yacht mast
The marine industry segment, which represents 3% of the total volume of composite parts
sold annually, can be considered as pioneer users of composite materials. Therefore,
engineers in this industry are usually familiar with composites, facilitating the introduction of
novel technologies and lowering entry barrier for CompPair. Marine market could be seen as
a 'Quick Win', even though it is highly cost driven and represents a small volume.
Among marine applications lies super-yacht mast. These types of masts are entirely made of
carbon fiber composite materials because of their highly demanding structural use, and are
differentiated from common mast by their length in the range of 50 to 150 meters. Micro
cracks are a well-known issue in this application, and there is a massive use of nondestructive techniques and scarf reparations to detect and repair this defect. CompPair
represents an interesting alternative to lower cost dedicated to composite reparation. This
type of masts are evolving in a niche market, around 20 projects are sold annually generating
a MEUR 200 turnover.
Mast manufacturers usually process this type of structural parts using prepreg products,
which represent a targeted product development for CompPair to increase their product
portfolio, so this market opportunity should be seen as a growth opportunity. To evaluate this
market opportunity, the company Southern Spars Ltd was interviewed. Southern Spars is a
NZ mast manufacturer controlling 50% of the market. They sell masts directly to clients, and
are not responsible for the maintenance of their products during the use phase. The
production chain of a mast consists of the creation of individual parts using prepreg
materials, and then the assembly of all individual parts to create the final product. During the
final assembly, micro cracks may form due to handling mistakes of the technician while
drilling or fastening. These sorts of mistakes happen every 20 individual parts processed,
and need to be repaired. External consultants are mandated to make the scarf reparation,
which cost EUR 12 000 and last for 48 hours.
In order to assess more carefully this case study, some quantifiable measures were used to
calculate the economics of using CompPair materials. Assuming one individual part weighs
one tone and the cost increase when using CompPair material, the material cost increase for
20 individual parts is EUR 40 000 which does not outweigh the EUR 12 000 of scarf
reparation. Based on this analysis, super-yacht mast does not represent an attractive market
opportunity for CompPair.

5. Agile Focus Strategy
After finalizing the attractiveness map, it seems that the most promising customers are the
prosthetics manufacturers. However, due to high uncertainty on that topic as well as the
close attractiveness of the hockey stick market, we decided to make the latter our primary
market opportunity. With the yacht manufacturers appearing to be poor potential clients,
there are three opportunities left: the drone market, the bridges and the prosthetics.
All those markets share a similar product, which is the healable composite. The particular
type of composite might differ, but the production processes are highly resembling.
Regardless of the application, changing our product to suit the market’s needs is a minor
development, yielding high product relatedness. However, the markets differ a bit more,
especially for prosthetics- as it has probable medical constraints, and for bridge contractorswith entirely different constraints and distributors.
Drones, however, seem to be a closely related market to hockey sticks. It is likely that there
is strong word of mouth between the hockey sticks and drones manufacturers considering a
composite producer being capable of selling to multiple different customers from different
markets. Therefore, it would be a great growth option, and should be kept open, with a very
open mind. This opportunity could even be pursued now.
At the point of our study, when the characteristics of the material were not entirely known,
and no dynamic test had been pursued yet, we identified a potential risk in pursuing the
hockey stick opportunity: It might happen that the impact-type damage that we want to
mitigate will harm the overall performance of the product. Therefore, it would be interesting to
have a backup plan aiming to mitigate a different kind of damage, caused by fatigue. This is
the case for bridges. Although the challenges are high in this market, the fact that they are
quite unrelated makes it a good back-up option, to be kept open for now.
As for prosthetics, it seems to be either a good backup or a good growth option. The market
relatedness and product relatedness would make it an excellent growth option, while the
good publicity would make it a good back-up option. For now, data is too scarce and
uncertain. Therefore, we categorize it as a growth option, with much work to be done to
evaluate the real potential. Therefore, this opportunity can be kept in storage. It is worth
mentioning that this is a promising opportunity and that a more thorough research could very
well change its status.
The agile focus strategy is summarized on worksheet 3, and on the agile focus dartboard.

Prosthetics

Hockey
sticks
Drones
Bridges

6. Primary Market opportunity: Healable Hockey Sticks
Through the analysis from the previous section, it seems that our primary focus should be
healable hockey sticks. This final section will analyze this market opportunity in more details
to understand the risks and challenges as well as the potentials for healable hockey sticks.

A. Value proposition:

The product in this case is a healable material that can prolong the life time of a
composite hockey stick. Once again, this relies on the fact that hockey stick breakage
is a real problem for both professional and amateur players. We position the company
at the middle of the value chain where its responsibility will be to produce the semiproducts with healable properties for the part manufacturers. The main objective is to
convince either the part manufacturers directly, or to encourage parties further down
the value chain (OEM, hockey stick brands) to push part manufacturers to switch to
healable semi-products.
The term “Healable” here does not mean that the hockey sticks can be healed once it
is broken. In order to understand correctly this term, a brief look into structural
mechanics is necessary. Materials, throughout their lifetime, develop micro-cracks
which are usually undetectable. As these are just micro-cracks, each of them cannot
cause the breakage of materials. However, throughout the lifetime of a material (not
just composites), more and more micro-cracks develop inside the material. After a
considerable amount of time, these collective micro-cracks weaken the strength of the
material and could ultimately lead to breakage. In case of a hockey stick, through
constant and multiple impacts, micro cracks can develop inside the hockey stick which
makes it more and more vulnerable to breakage over time. With the healable
technology, after each match, the players can simply heat up the hockey stick to heal
these micro-cracks. This in turns will reduce significantly the chance of mass
appearance of micro cracks in the material and eventually, prolong the life time of a
hockey stick.

B. Market size

As analyzed earlier, the market size for hockey sticks is considered to be low-medium.
At the moment, the total market size for hockey sticks is more than 400M dollars
globally per year. Of which, 85% are made of composites. Considering the materials
take up 10-15% of the total price of a stick, the total market size for composites used
in hockey sticks is estimated around 35M dollars.

Figure 3: Hockey sticks market predictions(**)

C. Competitors

The main competitors for this market are traditional composite suppliers including big
players like Gurit (250M Eur annual turnover), Saertex (350M Eur) as well as multiple
Chinese suppliers. However, none of these existing companies possess a healable
technology. This is a huge advantage for CompPair as so far they are the only player
in this field that can provide a material that heals its own micro-cracks just by applying
moderate heat. Another advantage is that although the materials are unique and
novel, in order to produce them, there is no need to make much changes to the
traditional manufacturing machines and processes. This becomes a big selling point to
the bodies further in the value chain because they can be sure that switching to the
new products will cause very little turbulence to their production lines.

D. Challenges, Potentials and Risks

The first challenge to overcome is to conduct concrete tests and proof of concept for
the healable hockey sticks to convince the OEMs and part manufacturers. The bigger
challenge of this product, however, is the limited size of the market (35M dollars) and
hence the income from selling and producing these materials might only make this a
'quick win'.
However, this can be compensated by thinking about the future potential that this
market could bring. The healable composites, in fact, can be used not only for hockey
sticks but also in other markets which are way more profitable. Hence, the aim of this
first implementation is not only revenues, but also publicity. And what could attract
more attention than having famous hockey players using these materials? Sport is a
strong self-marketing domain that can introduce your materials to the public quicker
than anywhere else. One simple example can be seen by examining Graphene. The
carbon allotrope became more famous than ever when sport brands started using this
material to reduce weight but keep the strength of sport equipment. If CompPair could
take advantage of this, their story could follow the same route. Once these materials
gain attention, it will be much simpler to leverage these materials to other domains.
(**)https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170719005446/en/Top-3-Emerging-TrendsImpacting-Global-Hockey)

Lastly, we have to analyze a few possible risks that can halt the development. At the
moment, we foresee two main risks: First, the healing process might not prolong the
life of the product. This could happen because of the healing process or of the small
size of the hockey stick. Secondly, the micro-cracks of the hockey sticks might not be
correlated to the breakage of the stick. Both of these risks highlight the need for the
so-called “plan-B” market opportunity: Bridges and Construction. In this domain the
composite products usually come in large size, which limits the first risk. Furthermore,
in construction, most of the failures/breakages are due to fatigue and we do know for a
fact that this is highly correlated to micro-cracks. This limits the second risk that we
mentioned.

To sum up, the need for a healable hockey stick is real and of high demand for both the
customers and the sellers. Although the market size is small, if CompPair succeeds, the
chance of getting high publicity for these novel “healable composites” will have undeniable
potential. This will open doors to other market opportunities that we put in storage for now.
The risks for this market do exist but we have prepared a well-reasoned backup plan that can
safely shift the direction of the company if it faces these road blocks. Overall, healable
hockey stick is an interesting choice for the primary market opportunity that bears potential
and product-branching opportunities.
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